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FOR FIRETRUCKS
An
STON, 111. U
rman, Robert McGuire,
:ast Meadows, N. Y.,
first truck from the
Volunteer Fire DeThe truck Was sir ft
key in the ignition, so
se stared quickly in an
McG.uire drove it 90
lore police caught up

—

Selected

As A Best All Round 'Kentucky Community Newspaper

rgest
ulation In
e City
Largest
ulation In
e County
d Press

First
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures
IN

OUR 78th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, October 23, 1957

MITRRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXVIII No. 252

61.101•0111,

Benson Warns
bacco Farmer

!RES "ON TARGET"
MIS ILE AT 1500 MILES
•S.

INGTON t - Secretary
'culture Ezra Taft Benson
tobacco farmers here
ay night that 90 per cent
ity price supports may retheir product from the
market.
in, in a speech to the
te County Fann Bureau,

ildren Hear
rst Of
ncerts

JR L-A-WAY

Us For
eed Bargains •

up to

:11%
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Xmas

Is

Russians Address
Maryland Rotary
Club Yesterday

Covers
Is

Mariners Enjoy
Day At Lake

By Saundra Fair
The Mariner Scouts of Murray
met at the Kentucky Lake Sailing Club over the weekend -with
the Sea Scouts being their guests.
A potluck luncheon was held
and about 40 were present.
The Mariners worked on tying
of knots until the Sea Scouts
arrived, then lunch was served.
William Davis was in charge
of the Sea Scouts and Mrs. Hallanan, Mrs. Munday and Mrs.
Harris were in charge of the
girls.
Bob Watkins was skipper of
the ship.
Next week the Mariners will
meet with Mr. McClain .on a
conservation project.
The new members attending
were Dell Rose Farrell of the
Port Watch, and Linda Marine
and Linda -Harris of the' Starboard Watch.

Rex Alexander
Speaker At
Lions Meeting

Faubus Has Not
Accepted Guard
From Government

-

Murrayans Attend
New Dodge Showing

WEATHER I
REPORT

Many To See
Red China
In Future

AL

30-INCH
G.E.

Five Day Forecast

ang
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Voting Place Is
Moved At Dexter

•

Seizes Propaganda Offensive
With Firing Of The Jupiter
By WILLIAM E. HOWARD
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON th -The United States seized the propaganda
offensive today in the battle
with Russia for space rocket
supremacy. It told the world
it has successfully fired a 1,500mile Jupiter ballistic missile "on
target."
It is the first time the Defense Department has ever given
any material information on a
missile shoot. The abrupt departure from strictest secrecy
which marked other firings is
an apparent attempt to restore
public confidence in he U. S.
missile program as well as warn
Russia of its capabilities.
There have been some sharp
congressional attacks against "un necessary" .U. S. missile secrecy
since Russia launched an earth
satellite with something believed close to an intercontinental
ballistic missile.
Observers who saw the Army's
intermediate range Jupiter teap
into the sky over Cape 'Canaye.,a Fla., Tuesday night said s.t
v.-as one of the biggest missiles
firm' there recently. It is expected 'to set the stage for test
missile
firing t h e Vanguard
which will attempt to launch a
U.S. satellite next year.
Distance Kept Secret
In its announcement. tht. Pen-

May Place Union
In Court Hands

oThousands Of New Cases Of
Asian Flu Hit Schools Hard

4
4

Guy Turner Is
In Hospital
After Being Bitten

Guy Turner, of the Kentucky
CUMBERLAND, Md. IR State Police, is a patient at the
Four members of the Russian
Murray Hospital where he was
embassy in Washington particiadmitted yesterday afternoon afpated in a Rotary meeting and
ternoon after suffering a possible
visited a newspaper here Tue.,snake bite.
day at part of an 11-city . tour
While searching for Herman
to familiarize themselves with
Mims. Jr., who had run away
America.
from authorities yesterday mornDuring their visit, the group
ing. Turner climbed up from the
faced the American Flag while
ditch beside the railroad crossRotarians sang "My -Country,
ing on the New Concord Road
'Tis of Thee," donated $IO to the
and was bitten then. He said he
United Fund and answered quesassumed it must have been a
tions.
spider since he saw nothing
The four were Vladimir S
Coach Rex Alexander, speakLavrov, counselor; Anatoli M.
there.
ing at the regular meeting of
Groyachev and Sergi A. BogoForgetting the incident, he rethe Murray Lions Club Tuesday
second secretaries, a n cl
turned to his duties and later
evening, expressed optimism in molov,
Mikhailov. third
in the afternoon as he was drivdiscussing the forthcoming bask- Valerian M.
ing on Highway 94. he sag, he
etball schedule of the Murray secretary.
began to lose his sight. Just as
At the Rotary meeting, they
States Noroughbreds.
he, was able to stop Ms car, he
-il-bsialrelliati -liateneds -to Howesd--3 W isturupt,
AirtaFtF:
-hi
conductfainted.
coach at 'Murray State College, Red Banks NJ., who is
In view of the reactions he
by
program ing a sales promotion clinic hc,re,
introduced
was
be imsuffered, doctors said that in all
chairman, Robert Hendon. He discuss tibw business can
probability Turner had been bitdiscussed the material on the proved through otirlsoy
ten by a snake. He was admitted
A team of Russians spoke beMurray State scsuad which into theThaspital here for treatcludes 8 returning lettermen. In fore the Mureay Club on Octoment. This morning the hospital
discussing the schedule he com- ber 25. 1956. • Although different
mented that it was a tough one Individuals spoke here, the pro, I.I "1-1'LE ROCK, Ark. 915 -Gov. lists his condition as "good." He
as many of the teams have heir gram was almost exactly the Orval E. Faubus said today he is expected to be released from
the hospital tomorrow, his doctor
key men returning from last some as related in this United
not accepted the 8,500 desaid.
year. Coach Alexander praised Press article.
federalized National Guardsmen.
the Murray -fans for their supVisitors here were Counselor and It appeared their status may
port of the team and expressed Striganov. First Secretary of the be that of civilians.
Oustinov,
hope that the team would pro- Embassy
Alexandre
The Atomic Energy CommissThe governor said he had conduce the caliber ,if basketball and Second Secretary of the Em- sulted with advisors versed in ion reported. recently that New
the fans like to see.
Mexico has more than 68 per
bassy V. Lobachev.
military law.
Forrest Riddle gave a summary
Then the Russians. with LavIt seems to be a "very definite cent of the known uranium reof the recent meeting of District rov as spokesman. took t h e possibility." he said that the de- serves in she nation.
43K of the Lions Club held re- speakers' stand and . answered federalized Arkansas troops are
cently at Owensboro. Rue Over- questions. Leoniv said it was no longer in the National Guard.
by also made ssome comments important for his country and
"Always before they have had
regarding the meeting. Overby the United States to find a to be discharged as soldiers and
also introduced James Hamilton workable peace.
reorganiztd and accepted into the
to the club who has recently
"Why can't we be good friend" Guard." Faubus said at his news
been reinstated as a member.
You krone we were-in the Sec- conference. "Normally, the Guard
Members of the Little League World War. Why can't we be through the authority of the govbaseball team, sponsored by the good friends in peacetime," he ernor, accepts them. This time,
Murray Lions Club, were guess said.
all of the Guard was federalized
along with the Coach Chester
Lavrov said Russia was ready but me. I have accepted no one."
Thomas. Dr. Pete Panzera had to destroy the Intercontinental
He had not decided, he said, if,
By WILLIAM J. EATON
as his guests Dr. Karl Hussung Ballistics Missile immediately if he would accept the Guard back. United Press Staff Correspondent
and Morris Christopher, both of all powers worked toward a
"Maybe they have famed a
WASIIINGTON
- Federal
the Physical Science department workable disarmament program. new law," he said. ......Judge F. Dickinson Letts sumof Murray State- College: -Henry Russia has claimed she has such
The governor said he would moned attorneys to a court ro
,
m
Fulton, who presided at t h
a weapon.
continue his study of the status
—
— —
meeting in the absence of presiRegarding the Hungaran up- of the Guardsmen. He said he
dent Yandal Wrather, had as his rising. Lavrov said Russia en- did not know at this time if
he
guest Bill Morrison from Tipton- tered . t h e conflict through a would accept the
defederalized
ville, Tenn.
treaty with the Hungarian Dem- troops.
The club_ went _on_ ream& as ocratic. Republic, which- he de"I might want to make some
Murrayant, rettAi ned
Several
endorsing the school amendment scribed as representing the ma- conditions on it,"
Pennsylvania
with
53.
California
he added.
By UNITED PRESS
last night from Evansville, Ind.,
No.
2
which
will
be
voted on jority of the Hungarifn people.
One of the conditions might be where they attended the preview
with 29 and Michigan with 27.
He charged the revolt was in- that he wanted the entire 10,500
School officials slammed doors
Elsewhere, deaths in Louisiana November 5.
showing of the new '58 model
stigated by outside forces and National Goan:bonen at the same
shut on the Asian flu virus numbered 21. Illinois 15, ColoDodge trucks, Dodge and Plywarned that any future "coun- time. Army Secretary Wilber M.
today with thousands of new rado 10. Wisconsin, Hawaii and 0i
•••••••••••••••NPO••••••••••••••.
mouth. cars.
ter - revolutions" would be re- Brucker announced more than a
ffieases reported and the death Ohio. 9 each, Iowa 8, Utah 7,
Those who attended as guests
pressed. '
toll slowly mounting.
Kentucky 6, 3 in New Jersey
week ago the Army was defedthe management of Taylor
Lavrov, in answer 'to a ques- eralizing 8,700 of the 10,500 Na- of
Following the pattern begun and Indiana. 2 in Connecticut,
Motors, Inc., local dealers for
last summer, Asian flu made and 1 each in Arizona, Oklation, said Americans visiting the tional Guardsmen who had been
Plymouth, Dodge and Chrysler.
heaviest inroads in institutions homa. Oregon, Washington and
Soviet get to see more than their called to active duty in the Little
were: Joe Miller, •Jim Washer,
for the retarded where defenses the District of Columbia.
Russian counterparts and that Rock Central High integration
Larry Pritchard. John Ed Foster
already were softened.
increased
so
The disease had
sometimes he felt as though he crisis.
••••••
•
••••••••••• ellk••••••••••PI*
and James Harmon of the Ledemergency
stoppage' in some states it was easier
Despite
were being followed in the UnitThe Army started releasing the ger & Times. Management and
By UNITED PRESS
measures, calls for additional to. get the picture in terms of
ed States.
Guardsmen from federal duty employees-of the firm attending
help, and accelerated vaccina- percentage. 15 per 'cent affected
Following the rotary meeting, Monday.
Southwest Kentucky --t-Clouds,
were; Tommy Taylor, Clayton
tion programs. thit flu has now In Colorado and 7 Per cent in windy and warm with rain today the Russians visited the offices
Pritchard, Ben Nix and Paul
than
270 lives.
claimed more
Yyoming.
accompanied by some thurider- of the Times Alleganian C. .
Ray.
At the Dixon, Ill.. School for
New State Total
storms, high 65 tp 70. Cloudy publishers of the Cumberland
The group 1 e f t yesterday
the Mentally Retarded, two new
Connecticut reported 5.587 new and cooler with rain and thund- News and Times.
morning driving to the huge,
deaths Tuesday brought the epi- cases Tuesday morning, bringing erstorms tonight, low 48 to 53.
They spent the night at a near
newly constructed Roberts Munidemic total to nine. And 70 the state total to 62.629.
Cloudy, windy and cooler Thurs- by motel and left for Morgancipal Stadium where the showing
new cases were reported among
Flu closed 13 schools in Okla- day, high 50 to 55.
town, W. Va., this morning
was held
the helpless inmates.
homa, including the Oklahoma
Other stops include Parkersburg
Chrysler Corporation used the
, A 13th death was reported City suburb of Midwest City
and Clarksburg, W. Va.; Zanesmoderd !Sodding for the display
at the Pennhurst School for the where 1,700 students' were out.
ville, Cleveland and . Warren.
Some
5:30
a.m.
temperatures:
Mentally Retarded near Phila- There was sane talk of holding
and presentation of the dynamiOhio and Sharon, Altoona, Unidelphia. Pa. At the Rome State Saturday classes' in the future Bowling GIdenn 61, Paducah 60,
cally styled new Dodge and Plyversity Park and Williamspint,
58,
Louisville,
London
Lexington
School in New York. five were to make up lost time.
mouth cars with their n e w
Pa.
Hopkinsville
62.
and
There were also 25 schools
eported. Nine deaths were listluitvriotis interiors. The showing
Evansville,
Ind..
ed from the Porterville, Calif., closed in Texas and one private
wa41--attended by many dealers
• EDIrl'ORS NOTE IA recosei
School for the Mentally retard- women's college, and 7,500 stuof the Evansville area.
NOTE TO" PARENTS
foreigners
are
visitnumber
of
dents were absent from Little
ed.
The release date has been set
ing Red China this year - as
.Nine -Year Old Dias
Rock. Ark. schools Tuesday. In
for November 1st by the Chrysnewsmen
wait at the.
CHICAGO 011 - Two pediatri- American
Officials at the Southern Col- addition five regulars and 17
ler corporation. The group were
cians who have spent 15 years border for clearance. What do
ony Trainino School near Union freshman fotoball players were
the guests of Taylor Motors, Inc.,
studying 2,650 children told pa- r hese visitors see, what. ,..pre
Grove, Wig., reported the flu down with flu at the University
sko
for the day returning to Murray
By United Press
rents to stop worrying about their aims' The following story
has cropped up in 13 of the of Arkansas.
Shout 9180s-- Vencielr:81 -Isat night
e ace
re a
sesit4egeor
frrKentucky - Temperatures' for Howard Traisman. a father-son Merick of the United press puts
Asian. Flu complications have heavy critielAm of the slow defive - day period.' Thursday team, said at the American. Aca- the picture in focus on the basis
taken the life of a 9-year old livery of vaccine, a bitter note the
IVIonday, will average demy of
was sounded by the superinten- through
Pediatrics meeting that of many interviews with perboy.
normal to two degrees be- "parents have been unduly ala- sons who have "come out" of
A United Press count across dent of the Porterville, School near
The voting booth at Dexter
the Kentucky normal of 55 rmed...and should be reassured Red China.
the nation and its territories for the Mentally Retarded where low
has been changed from t h e
Turning
degrees.
Thurscolder
died.
about
the
of
the
harnflessness
as
of
early
nine
that
Wedshowed
school building to Ralph Mca n d
Friday, becoming habit." About 'IS per "TOnt4f
Dr. James T. Shelton said day
nesday 278 deaths could be atof in- Darual's store, according to She500
courses
More
than
warmer
Stinday
and
Monday.
Health
Service
in
Public
babies
s
suck
su
thu
tthetheir
flu,
other
types
tribided to Asian
commercial
and riiff Brigham Futrell.
in
of influenza, and complications Washington announced a big vac- Precipitation will average aroond simply because they get plasure struction
Those who formerly voted at
one inch in showers tonight and out of it, the doctors said. It operative subjects are available
cine shipment to California
from both of the illnesses.
schc)ol, should now vote at
New York state'a 82 deaths just as the schol's epidemic be- Thursday and again late Sunday does not cause "overbite" or for the employes of British Rail- the
the store.
or ISIonday.
other dental disorders, they said. ways,
topped the nation, 1.follOwed by gan to wane.
,
Rex Alexander

Benton Newlyweds
Injured hi Wreck
On Honeymoon

Y! HURRY!
at

said -the combination of support
at 90 per cent of parity plus the
working of the modernized parity formula has resulted in the
price of tobacco being about
twice as high, relatively as prices
of other farm products."
He said the high price of tobacco in a given year becomes
an element in the formula which
determines the price next year.
"Like a multi - stage rocket,
the support price of tobacco
keeps working higher and higher,* Benson said.
The present tobacco program,
he added, was designed to insure
the grower a fair price but is
-also accompanied by marketing
quotas aimed at controlling tobacco supplies.
He said this "means higher
prices and fewer export sales."
efore an auditorium packed This in turn, hessaid. means a
h elementary and high school smaller allotment for tobacco
students f Astn this area, growers and a slow strangulaFine Arts Department (4 tion of the export trade.
rray State College presented
Benson, his two daughters and
first in the series of Chil- five Department of Agriculture
en's Concerts yesterday
at officials, left Louisville Tuesday
urray State College.
night for a world air tour.
Originated three years ago and
He will observe results of the
nsored by the Music Depart- government's
surplus
disposal
nt. of Murray Woman.'s_ Cy), programc on Isis visit to. 1.1--nto
e concerts have grown in press tions and Hong Kong, before rewith each concert. More turning to Washington, Nov. 15.
an six schools were representin the audience.
Robert Bear presented the A'
appella Choir in several numrs including the Alma Mater;
rn, Fum,'Flim; Prayer to Jesand a selection of nursery
ymes. Lawrence Rickert was
BENTON te - Two young
eaturect in "The Green - Eyed
ragon." The Male Quartet also Benton newlyweds were seriously injured today on their honeyang.
struck
Coordinating t h e morning's moon when their car
rogram were Mrs. Howard .01-- a bridge abutment on U. S. 641
demolished.
a chairman of the Music De- and was totally
Richard R. (Bobby) English,
rtment, and Richard W. Farhis bride, the former
t. head of the Fine Arts De- 19, and
Anellia Byars, 15, were taken
rtment of Murray State Colto George McClain Clinic, where
ege. The committee from the
English was reported in "shock."
usic Department for this year's
Mrs English. who suffered a
mcerts are: Mrs. Robert Saar,
broken shoulder and ether inairman; Miss Lillian Tate, Mrs. juries. was (not regarded as
on Robinson, Mrs. Jim Concritically injured.
erse; Mrs. Lawrence Rickert
Marshall County Deputy Joe
nd Mrs. Ed Griffin.
Tom Haltom said the wheels
To -more concerts will be were torn off the couple's car
wen during this year. One will and parts of the. vehicle were
a Christmas program with the thrown up -to 100 feet by the
orchestra just before the holi- impact.
days. The final one will feature
The couple was married at
the _band.in April.
5 p.m. _ Tuesday.
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tagon
withheld
the
distance
flown by, the Jupiter as . secret.
But it said: "The missile flew its
prescribed course and impacted
in the pre-selected target area."
Defense Secretary Neil H. bieElroy previously has said there
would be a speed-up in testing
the Jupiter and the Air Force's
Thor intermediate range missile
to determine which one would
be adopted for operational use.
The testing is expected to take
several months.
. Murray Snyder, assistant defense secretary for public relations. Tuesday night said the department had been making information available on new weapant within_...seciiri4Y. bounds. Bat
now the Canaveral range tests
have "reached a stage where
certain
additional
information
may now be made public."
Ike Made Decision
The White House. -however,
made :he final decision on giving out the information, it was
learned. The President said TuesYork he would
day oiLai
bcrne
American PeoViesoon to try and strengthen their
confidence in U.S. scientific ability and in the domestic economy.
In other developments:
-The Sputnik continued to
trail its rocket around the globe
by . 39 minutes. This was a 5t'.
hour loss of nine minutes as the
rocket picked up mire speed.
-Rear Adm. Rawson Bennett
chief of U.S. Naval Researeh.
said "it does not fillow at all"
that Russia has a perfect intercontinental missile simply because it suc'ce'ssfully laimched a
satellite.
-Rep. Melvin_ Price (D-I11.)
said today the Russians may be
about to launch an atomic-powered airplane as a follow-up to
their earth satellite.
- ---Sen. Homer -E-Capiehart (RInd.) warned Congress against
rushing into "dangerous, frightened spending" to match the
Russian missile program.

conference today possibly to announce a decision on whether
to place the scandal - ridden
Teamsters Union under court
jurisdiction.
Letts asked attorneys for the
13 rank-and-file union members
who challenged the legality of
the recent Teamsters convention
and lawyers for the giant ,union
to appear at-10 a.m. e.d.t
Letts Tuesday approved an injunction barring James R. Hoffa
from taking over as. Teamsters
president until he stands trial
on charges that his election was
rigged at the convention.
Will Add To Order
The judge said he would add
to the order stopping Hotta and
other top officials from assuming 'office "certlin other provisions" which he thinks are appropriate and necessary.
The rank-and-file group planned to press its demand for a
court-appointed master to direct
the union's affairs until the
case is decided.
The rank-and-file group also
requested the union be prohibited from spending more than
95,000 on any one transaction
until the trial is over. It ,requested the court negfy the
convention proceedings, too.
Letts indicated heowould honor repeated requests by Teamsters attorney Mann F. O'Donoghue for immediate trial,
Will Decide Later
O'Donoghue said he would not
decide whether to appeal Letts'
decision until he saw the complete order.
The rank - and - file group
charged that 80 per cent of
dliegatee. to the Mtam,i Beach,
Fla., convention were hand-picked lo guarantee a Hof(a victory.
They contend most of the delegates were not selected in accordance with the union's comstitution.
Placing the 1.400-000-member
union in the hands of a court
receiver might defer action- by
the AFL-CIO Executive Council,
meets Thursday to consider suspension of the Teamsters,

a

'tie

Faxon To Hold
Halloween
Carnival
— —
There will be a Halloween
Carnival at Faxon School, Friday night, October 25. starting
at 6:00 o'clock. Prizes will be
awarded to the best costumed
couple" and individual.
The candidates for king and
queen are: First grade. Pamela
Boggess and Ricky Alexander
second grade. Patricia Wilson
and Maaon Milby; third grade,
1 e.n
Mary Rose Wells and
James; fourth grade, Debora Elkins and Jimmy Hays; fifth
grade. Linda Kay Walker and
Bobby Nance; sixth grade, Paulette Underhill and Connie Morgan; seventh grade, Evelyn Donelson and Charles Duncan; eighth
grade. Margie Henry and Ronnie
Hargis.
••
The entire Slrogram will consist
of the following: House of horrors, cake walk ,sweet shop,
bingo, fish pond, variety program,.dart board, goal shooting,

G.

Food and drinks will be sold
in the hinchroorn. There will be
no admission.
MOON CREATES SPCTNIK.
MILVUKEE. Wis. Ir - The
Wisconsin-Upper Michigan Florists Assn. awarded a prize to a
floral centgapiece depicting Sputnik created by florist S. M.
"Moon- Mullins.
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A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY

CtS11
110

Recognition Of Germans
Bad For President Tito
s oieh it contracted to pay Yee. it is hard to see how he could
have avoided :t.
$72 million far dama
Correspondent
Staff
United Press
that country suffered in World
The position of the West GerWar II.
President Tins of YugoslaN
unent is that any
-• man
may have bluncierla in recognizIncidentally. it was reported country which recognizes the East
ing the East German puppet f r ciii Washington immediately German regime is recognizing
government.
after Tito's recognition of East the existence of two German
xecoggizIng 11_114/Mg .whuch Germany--that Store tars' of State
•
owes its continued ' existence John Foster Dulles intended to
solely to a Soviet Russian army make a reaporaisal of his policy
of occupation. Tito deliberately of granting owl to Tho.
affronted West Germany.
Borneo Question Nova
He helped Russia and indirectly helped Communist PolThere are some in West Gerand, which now occupies 38.O0t)
question Adenauer's
square mlies of German terri- many wt.
break relations. But
tory and wants to keep it for decision
By CHARLES M. McCANN

Tito also, by recognizing the
puppet regime as a legitimate
go% ernment, dealt a blow to the
nope of reunifying Germany.
Just what Tito's motive was
remains uncertain. One thing
is sure. however — he did I',
in what he thought was his own

Luke 15:18.

We have seen "Holy Men- in India torturing themselves in order to make themselves right with God. Christ taught that
they need only turn around and go home,
where the Father is eagerly waiting!

Lps

• 4, FOR FALL PLANTING

HOLLAND
BULBS
TULIPS
JONQUILS
HYACINTHS
CROCUS

'The current Fitch survey devotes much space to space- travel
under the heading — -Space
virus — interplanetary Itch
spreading."
This one concentrates on ion
propulsion. Many companies are
working on evolved from alkali
metals such as sodium, lithium.
ridic,ioetiurn. These metals, says Fitch. yield large quantities of ions when they are
in contact with hot platinum or
tungsten surface.
Harris. Upham & Co. has published 'a detan of atomic energy
c- Eorrgy
A
-ctirrem

ALL COLORS

CHICAGO ar — Mrs. Cecilia .
Kuehn, 53, claims she's. picking
up Sputnik's nignals through the
three inch hair curlers she wears
to bed. "Highly improbable," said
Dennis H. Gallagher of the Adler4
Plantetarium. But, he added, "it
is remotely possible, I guess."

MURRAY LOAN CO.

Telephone 13C
11106 W. MairOt.
CO.'
LOAN
"YOUR ROMS-CWNED

t$

4

"Big Wheel" in trucks with

NEW MUSCLE! NEW STYLE!

TOP SIZE BULBS

1'

Weed-Free
Tobacco !Ms
Here's hpw to do ft.
Sprinkle N'APANI'on your
seed beds now. In the next
30 days it kills all those
weeds aitd grasses, geemi.
nating weed .seeds. . soil
ttoife
ungi
nematodes. Come seeding
time you have the healthiest
soil in the state! You get
more seedlings per square
yard - up to tw ice as many
And only a few -if any!weeds. Your seet:lings are
really strong and vigorous.
You can transplant fast (jr
the best crop you've ever
seen.

SOt) N 4th

Phone 188

Irr

New S•rists 100

NOW
al
illigillialliallail

Chevrolet's Task-Force 58
rolls in with new broad shouldered styling, a revolutionary new V8 engine, new
Step-Van delivery models
complete with bodies and a
wider choice of medium-duty
haulers! They're here to speed
up schedules and whittle
down operating costs with
new fast-working efficiency!
See them at your Chevrolet
dealer's right now!

Result is hundreds of d!.
tars saved in back-breaking
work and weeding costs. Yet
ITAPAM.costs only a penny
per square foot. Make more
profit next year! Dor't
share your crop with weeds
and soil borne diseases Put
VAPAM on your seed beds
now. No special equipment
needed. It's so easy and safe
to sprinkle on. You get
stronger seedlings, weed
control and more profit. Do
it now for best resu:ts.
Approved by the Department of Agriculture for all
food and fibre crops.

Series SO

•••••,...iget mow

.s•d•••••laty L.C.F. model

New Light-Duty Apaches

Offering high-capacity pickups
and panels, plus Chevrolet's latest, three new Step-Van Forward
Control models with 8'. 10' and
12' bodies! Famous fuel-saving
6's with increased horsepower are
standard.
New Medium-Duty Vikings

Nine new Models have- been
added, all featuring i new cab-torear-axle dimension for better

load distribution in specialized
uses. Compact, short-stroke V/I's
ate standard in all middleweight
L.C.F. models.
New Heavy-Duty

Spartans

The big news in Series 90 and
100, is Chevrolet's rugged new
Workmaster V8. It
packs 210 h.p., and its radical
new Wedge-Head design assures
peak efficiency esen with regular
grade gasoline.

See them at your dealer's now!

91. CHEVROLET Tri\r,J'it[friVa
•

Only franchised l'hecrobs dealer% ACItir display this famous 4/1,m•irk

Stauffer Chemical Co.. Ins
Tampa, Ilorich

4

See Your Local Authoriz-c(1 Chevrolet Dealer

come try the mattress with both

Get That

1. TOP SOFTNESS 2. DEEP SUPPORT

Serta Feeling.

Press Lightly

Press Hard

Press lightly . ..see how
Patented Sertaliner Construction gives you permanent top softness in
the inner-spring construction—not just the upholster)'. Press lightly, feel
how responsive at body
contact. It's permanent
comfort!

••

•Enjoy the
extra headroom of
new FIghtstream roof
styling in '7o3
Studebaker'.
Test one
today • y01111
want to
own it
tonight!

,

.•

Shirley Florist'

FOR MORE
HEADROOM.

Read Our Classifides

CURLERS SEAM SPitTNIK

Newest editions of the

Space Virus
Catches On In
II/all Street

4.1

Adenauer's breach of relations
certainly seemed to make it
likely that these countries would
think carefully before they followed Tito's example.
West Germany is the most
prosperous country in Europe.
Its trade and its ability to grant
trade credits to needy cupntries
imporant.
•'''Hovs'ever slowly it is rearming,

West Germany also is potentially
the most powerful country in
Europe outsids, of Russia.
Tito is a smart r an. :t remains to be sen. however, whether in recognizing East Germany he hurt Adenauer more
than he did himself.

, Interest.

I West German Chancellor Hon;rad' Actenauers- retort --ter -Tfross
action was to break off diplos
Review." National Securities & matic relations with Yugoslat is.
Relations Broken
Research Corp. has a pamphlet
In doing this. Adenauer made
atomic activities. suggesting
a solution of our problem in god his threat, which he had
a plan similar to the Manhattan made known to the world, that
project which hatched the atomic bç. would break relations tt oh
any goverhment that recognized
bomb.
_
the fqlst Germans.
Bache & Co. has just puJblishis evident thtir Tit
Buk
ed a setter on "Sputnik and thd no -expeit—Affnauer to make
:he aircraft manufacturers." Stan- good • his threat. This has be• n
dard & 15,:sor's devotes consider- shown- clearly by -the pained
By ELMER C. WALZER
able Space in its current & surprise with which has action
United Pram Financial Ed,tor
...,utlook" to missile makers.
was received in Belgrade. Tito's
NEW YORK Ilff — Wall Street
capital.
Most of the missile makers
bps caught the space virus.
Now Tito seems to be worried
When the financial community also are makers of aircraft, whose about the future of Yugoslavia's
igi't holding its aching head — income from government has trade with West Germany and
athing because of the market's -been cut in *be effort to keep the. substantial trade credits
&cline — its delving into the. :he national budget tender the 'rk h1Ch have gone with it. West
Ile field from satellites tu debt ceilina.
German-Yugoslav trade totalled
to the moon, and even
Standard notes that recent $96 million in 1938. He is worstrength in missile issues is ried also whether West Germany
flooded
Wall Street has be
annul the agreement under
based largely on c.injecture
missiles.
atoms,
with_anicles on
•111.1011.1111611,
4
-T13
kbis
M
blittOpoteer fueLs.tillir—
propel strange machines to the
mum and the like. .
It all started when Russia
launched its man-made moon
and set off a series of discussions on what the L'nited States
Will do to -step up its research
of such things'.
Market men arehl Instscizing
the 'oven:multi for letting Rtzsia
get out first with a satellite. ,
They feel the U. S. will outdo I
anything in this field that Rusma has done. Their reading is
based on what is to come
Meanwhile, the missile stocks
lime had a good market —
better than almost ar.j other
soup. Hente, there hie.e been
warnings from the conservative
market men against emotional
buying of stocks jusl.. because
they have some connection with
posillei. 'Or space ships. or exotic

-

governments and thus making
unification harder.
Adenauer also was afraid that
if he let Tito get away with
it, other countries might follow
suit, including especially t h e
Asian "neutralists" and some
Arab countries.

good.

I will arise and go to my father.

eve
pell
gre.
cha
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Press hare!,,.and see. At

full body weight, ribbons
of steel -,s-Psateisted

Sertaliner Construction
give firmness to the innersprings —distribute your.
body weight, as many
doctors advise, for nag free posture and refreshirqg sleep.

'Perfect Sleeper
MATTRESSES AND SOT WRINGS

gives you the world's most refreshing sleep!

•

mn1:4 SY A Sills ASSOCIATE

50

Here is the mattress that outperforms
—actually obsoletes anything else you
ore now sleeping on! Berta Perfect
Bleeper alone gives you both relaxing

And Up

top softness and healthful deep sup-

oe•twia Size
.Nlatching Box Spring
Same Price;

t mt/nerflattrese$.
Sertaliner Construction won't let
inner-bprings crush down from night-

Model Illustrated

StudebakerPackard

•

"Perfect Sleeper"11/ Sert a pedic $79.50
Easy Terms To Fit Your Budget
'Trademark

MIDWAY MOTORS

after-night pressure it shoulder, hip,
knee. No "hollow spots." You sleep en
the Perfect Sleeper...not in it!
Stop in and make the 1-2 test above.
:Discover how you, too, can get "that
tivrtn-ferttn(ratfttl
f;
refreshing sleep!

This rooter's, advertised in ft,
* lownol

of Is.. American

MedlcatAssocialion

-CRASS FURNIIURE CO.
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- Mrs. Cecilia
leas she's. picking
gnats through the
curlers she wears
improbable," said
igher of the AdIvil
tut, he added, "it

Regularly $7.95

USE OUR L-A-WAY

Bilbrey's-Oct.24-25-26

mink. 1 guess."
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Open Each Night

8:00

CELEBRATING
GOODYEAR'S 59th YEAR

ALWAYS READ i FOR
ACTION ,

up to

\\\

50%

CI°01)
".%1EAR
11111,11ES

Stainless steel
clod with copper

hides 31

HURRY! HURRY!

2 qt. sauce pan
/
11

Appliances - TV Radio - Record Players - Bikes - Tools - Seat Covers
I HACK SAW
BLADES -" hd7-

-.A Rules
6-Ft.

4-INCH
1
/
with Jacobs Chuck

'
,

BOAT or STADIUM CHM,
reg.$495 Now $2.99

C
C
quip each

Tapes - - 20c-

4.

1.65 Value For

2 PRICE
1
/
WOOD CHISELS
2 PRICE
1
ELECTRICIANS PLIERS /
BLOCK PLAIN
''/z PRICE
Reg. $2.95

Black and Decker

now $1.50

HAND SAW

$16"

6" - 8" - 10"- $3.60 Value

$2.39
99c

ADJ. WRENCH SET
PRUNING SHEARS

COAL HODS

39T WRENCH SET
eg.C$K
R0
3E
S
_ C
ReLgA
W HAmmta
. $2.49
!
SAW SET (set oT3)

SO LOW
You Won't
Believe It!

. . $1.99
Sale Price

$14
.50
ife
9
;
P
Sale .

Reg. $5.49

ALUMINUM LEVEL
13-PC. -DRILL BIT SET
SCREW DRIVERS

1.tpreight hauler

$3.25
c
eac:1i19

rile reduced seedy KVA

Reg. $10.95 For Only

LATTOGATATIC

s3

SAVE $2.26

$125

Regular Price $6.25

NOW ONLY$399
LIMITED TIME ONLYI
LIMITED QUANTITIES!

Rubber Link Door Mat 99c
Sale Price

KROMEX - Reg. $2.95

PRICED

with cover

FOLDING

6-Ft.

pickup

$495

Beautiful and practical 1.0"
skillet with snug-fitting
cover. All parts welded.
Cool, black plastic handles.

$1 Holds 'Til Xmas
FOR BUDGET TERMS ... JUST SAY "CHARGE IT PLEASE"

-•

Covered Skillet

OFF

•I STORE NUDE SALE

SPECIAL

See Us For
Guaranteed Bargains

Cake Plate with,Cover - - 149
PL

_ _

•

Reg. $3.49 For Only

C N ISTER SET - $2.50
PRESTONE

ANTI-FREEZE - - - gal.$247

_GE Clock Radio
$1995

MAJIC FRY

Self-starting, self-regulating clock. "Dyna-power"
speaker. 4-tubes plus
rectifier. AC only.

FRYER-COOKER
REG.
$39.95

95
9
$

COME IN

pecialiied
roke N'8's
dleweight

AND
SEE FOR YOURSELF

artans
5 90 and

NEW G.E. FILTER-FLO

tged new
r V. It
Is radical
n assures
:h regular

Automatic Washer

SCHICK
SHAVER
$1995

All-Star
Basketball Set

-.Regulation size molded
basketball, pebbled
grain, valve inflated.
Inflating needle. Goal
18" dia. with net.,

WITH FAMOUS G.E. ACTIVATOR WASHING
ACTION-CLOTHES WASH PIECE BY PIECE

ro)

$444

Boll and
Goal

Reg.
$29.50

New G.E. Dryer
GIVES PERFECT DRYING EVERY TIME

Knapp-Monarch
Automatic Heater

BOTH

1

WASHER
DRYER

trono,n,Priced
and comfortable!

Can Be Yours For

1995
$3,
ex<h,

$149

twill,
Mad• of long•wearipg blue
anchor stitch•d to collapsible steel
from*. fitted with wet proof pad.
Chrome plated trim bar, folds for
easy handling and storage.

Auto Mats
3sPect $349

•Thermostat control
•Quiet fan circulates
warm air
•Resiffent rubber feet,
Neoprene cord
•U.L. listed, guaranteed,-

WITH
TRADE

1

111111111:** 11
ttn,MMMMMM

$7995

You Soy
$5.00

BRAND NEW TIRES

3-T Super-Cushion

lloordy delatbabli $2795
miring head

•

Speed wieder offer, 12 rested
fluxing sp••ds, 21 different food
r•cip• settings. Ironware,/ 3overt Pyr•Is bowl, attached cord.
W•ighs only 3 lb... 2 or- For 115
rolts AC only.

Portable Mixer -Handiest

2form2322

mixer ever - powerful enough for
most any mixing job. Comes in
yellow, white, pink or turquoise.

•••‹.

NOW
'ONLY Sal 2
95

Popular Size 6.70 x 15

2fol-259°
Lon. prices make this

'snur hest deal!

4111. •
"Visualizer" fabric dial controls
hear. Double button nooks. 30 sq.
Inch soleplore. Weighs 2' 2 lbs.

Compare
at $21.95

G.E. JACKSTRAW
MODERN CLOCK

G.E. ALARM
CLOCK

.6 70.IS
Pt..,,. and
2 recappable ems

Terms as low as
$1.25 a week

Easy•to-read dial.
Sweep second
hand Ivory case
with shatterproof crystal.

$3.95

Cr,is
wti , m od ernst Ie
bright numbers
against red, green,
or blue face. AC.

$498

Reg. $6.98

MORE PEOPLE RIDE ON GOODYEAR TIRES THAN ON ANY OTHER KIND

41.

Skillot
Cover
Total

,

44.4

•

$11.88

3.00
$14.88

•Bake
•Braise

•Pry

•Stew

.\

wed

$799

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC SKILLET

•
r'
•••••----0

•

Reg.
$12.95

Model M-10

fits most Plymouths, Fords, Chevrolets,
Hudsons, Nashes and Studebakers!

•

needles
• Two fon• Cele

GENERAL ELECTRIC
VISUALIZER IRON

NEW G. E. MIXER

Exclusive tripe-teinpered 3-T Cord Body fights off the three
main tire ki lers-Ileat, Shock and Fatigue. Tough. (1111%414C
tread with famous 5tqp-Notch dcs,14_gmua_ktugmmticalt,
liati•FrraiTii7n.-SW us today andTAT

MODEL 299P

• 4-speed, automatic

• Dual speakers • Dual sapphire

SPECIAL
PURCHASE!

SUPER
SPECIAL

•• 6.00. 76
Pt.nte. and
2 recappable tires

77-4. •-•

v;th Rye 12" LP records
$0.00 down $0.00 a week

1 2 Price
Seat Covers '

239°*
BUYS 2

Why

Symphonic
Ill-Fi Portable
Record Player

one

I•CTI MMMMMM
MMMMMM
we mic.2•
•
IN 1:201
Malan•
MMMM
Mann.MMMMMM
innalllidellmo Ulm me
11111[1.1,i_II lin •I•1

'two-slice, fully autoragic
Extra-high toast pop-up.
Hinged crumb tray. AC
or DC. 110-120 volts. •,-

01411 •rnplifi•r

byGOODAEAR

•

full
light, 31/4 lb. iron. Produces a
volume of steam in 2 m.nutes
instantly
Switches to dry ironing

• Pc...4.1 push.

411111110

$13995

$1199

115
•
1•611111••••••••
10IN ars
MMMM MM

one year

for washer

GENERAL ELECTRIC SPACEMAKER

Reg.
$15.95

Compact Toaster
$999

tl

$1495

INFANT'S CAR SEAT

AND

•

GENERAL ELECTRIC
STEAM IRON

,

7

A1488
Family size automatic
skillet. Jewel light, cooking
guide control.

•

5.

e. •

00811110101114r
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.vening at the club hose*.
Mrs. Charles D7Clark, chairman of the department, urges
all members to attend.
es will be Mrs.
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James R. Ailbritten, Mrs. Will.arn Barker, Mrs. Max Beale,
Mrs. Bernard Bell, and Mrs. H.
Bryan.
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• Ventilation when it rains
• Less fogging of glass
• Safety from exhaust fumes
• Shade from the sun
• Added beauty for your car
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WOMEN'S PAGE
lo Burkeen, Editor

:.anfzing 11.orldTheme of Program
.1111r?-ay A A I:II"
rh, Murray Branch of the
60.7i-fed the new yoar
ea d.niier meeting at the
Presbyterian Church.
..e.eday evening. October 8. Mrs.
:...rgaret Terhune served as
The teaeare Le activities of
new year '-this chatiging
world" was visually dernenstratin clever decoratiuns designMrs. Nome Winter.
ed t
Mess Ruth Chhe president, preeisicei at the 'behneee meeting.
•- a senae e-thp voted to gas.
eeep in thernery ef Mrs. Anna
:ere

Phone 694-M-4 or 7634

FURNITURE

and Mrs. J. W. Burkeen
and sons. David and Danny, of
Nast/sine, Tenn.', were the weekMX.

104

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

NORTH 4th STREET

'Paret"s
their
end guells 41
* '
••

PEN

- I . File home of Mrs. Paul T.
was hot'Mrs. Carol Lassiter has as her
Mrs. Alfred Lindseyhoe
Lyles on North _Fourth Street 'wet thie.._xveek her .sister-incaeeittej.....r...eme meeting_ ef t
Woman'e Association of the Cole u as the scene of the luncheon laws. Mrs. Lila Phillips of Freslege l'rc Z.+ bvterian Church held held by the Susannah Wesley no. Calif. and Mrs. Vernon PhilZen .Therscia" Oetober .17, at-eight Circle al the Paris District of lips of Memphis, Tenn.
toe Methedist Church on Thurse'cleck in the evening.
day. October 17. at eleven o'clock
•
evening
the
The program fer
in the morning.
was presented by Mrs. Guy BateSusie Opens the Door for her
interesttle. llee subject tor her
Checiren't was the theme -of the
ing talk was "It Happens Every very interesting program given
Dee."
by Mrs. Carl Dickerson of Hazel.
Mrs. Russell Tethtine gave the She had asked each member to
devetien. Mrs. B. F. Seherffets, bring pictures of her children to
pree.uent, presided at tne meet- the meeting and each one showINTERLOCKING RING SETS
ing.
ed them and talked of her famthe
During the social hour
ily.
hostess screed refreshrnents to
The inspiring devotion was
4.‘
given by Mrs.. Louis Joiner of
the thIrteen members present.
•• * •
Murray. Mrs. John Pugh, vicepreeideht, presided at the meeting.
The-litecheon was served but'fet style from the table centered
with an arrangement or yellow
eV e leThe Halloween motif
Cowers.
er
The Alpha- Department of the was used in the decorations
Murray Vl'ernan's Club will hold I throughout the home.
1116-$200.00
its regular meeting at the club
The hostesses for the occaskan
cowNs-Locx
house. • n Saturday. October 26. were Mrs. L.yles. AIrs. '
Wedding Ring $62.50
_L 7 _thirty o'clock in the
ja
Mairccion, Mrs. E. A. Tucker,
Together forever-her perafternoon.
Mrs. HOyt Owen. Mrs. Ruby
fectly paired Keepsake
Interlocking Ring Set - seDr. Edwin Larson will be the Wrather. Mrs. W. L. Hill. and
m..derator ef. the. Great Books Mrs. Whitehead.
cretly locked to display.
Present for the luncheon were
Club Pinel to be he'd. Others
maximum beauty.
twenty-five persons.
Rine,eolarsed to show de•ads
taking part will be Dr. and
•
Prices uselude Federal Tea
••••
H. C. W....Jet/ridge. M.ss Beeeriee
Parsons,
and
Frye. Dr R. B,
Mr. arid Mrs. Ray Ross and
Prof. W. L. Whget.
Mr. and Mrs. James McKinney
The e echoes will be Mrs. Rue end daughter. Sharan. spent the
S. 4th St. Ph. 193-J
Overby. Mrs. J. H. Coleman, weekend with Mr. Russ'• &other.
St.
of
family
and
Ross
B.
J.
Rezma
Miss
Mrs. P. A Hart.
Sentere and Mrs. Hiram Finney. Louis, Mo.

Department
Ta Have Discussion
.4 t Meet Saturday

II

THURSDAY — OCTOBER 24
Furniture You'll Love In

• New

• Used

• Antique

HIGH QUALITY -- LOW PRICES
REGISTER THURSDAY through

41A

SATURDAY NOON

FOR

TV SWIVEL CHAIR
TO BE GIVEN FREE

Tweed with Metallic Thread Upholstery ($29.95 val.)

4:00 p.m. SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26

FURCHES

MR. &

MRS. ROBERT WIGGINS

elle

ch: erredueed by
ming
• are: Program,
iii C..•
• rs. iesetta Steely; hospitality,
•es. Margaret Ternune; memrefeje Mr*. Dewarop' R.eviett:
.01.c:!,), Mrs. Jean • lieftall'y;
411- atire. 'Mhe Reberh Weit.71, creatsve ar.s. Mae Ann
feetee education. Miss Vanua
asere felloweh.p. M;e: Lillian
hiewell Adams: in:erne:time'
ations. Was Derethy Denman.
teak .suedies. De. Alta Prees,n:
Anis 4 W411114.11. M.. Ntsr..
....,.ter, raceo a n d TV, Iles
.. elan Tate.
Each cn.e.rman discussed
.
.atiananip between Mew
and the theme.. ":„.„s
„Raging World."
-Glimpses of our World' was
theme of the prjgram fur
• evening. Dr. .Alta Preeser.
lis chairman a••!' the pr 'gram. .
:etnbere dieeussed trips they
ade during • the surnther and
to„.nned their tailw steth celerand infersteseve slides. The
e.eving reernbers gave .11:ereVal...
eg tents: Miss Wrathy Derenan,
'fined*. Mee Ruby Sirripset.
Mies Clara Eagle, Inans •f the - Southwest. Miss
Whitnab. Grand Care-, .
eek.ws:ene and Br.ce Cana ere
rid Miss gain Chnreei;San Fran•

WIGGINS

Activities

Club Ni.

-Mrs. illbritten Is ----1,'ndsey Home Scene Lancheon Held By '
'Wesley Circle At
Hostess. For Gladys Of . ssociational
Presbyterian Meet !The Lyles' Home •
Ili:Drat/3 Circle'
Mrs. V. N. Allbritten opened
Iser benne lea Main Sweetefor -the
Octeiber tneeeng of the Giacie-s
Ifeleerath Circle et-tee Woman's.
317-thihnary 'Satiety ----atethe - Memeriai .Baptist Church.
.elene Open Doer- was t h e
theme of the Roe el Sere .ce pro&Lem preeetteela watt). Mis. "Alloriech as the leaacr.
Others taking part in the program • w-re Ates. Year.
sits:. ine-ra Crawtord. M r 0.
eriezell, eesi Mrs. Elmer
.
ansear.
Mrs.. Fr:zee:11. chairman ef the
pneseeed at Lae nice:mg.
were di2atie for the int.:then
prat te be held at the church
.
in Nevember.
Refreshir.ents were served by
he
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ASH LAND
4a

Ashland announces

REVOLUTIONARY
SUPER FUEL

a

•••

•

PERSONALS
MASA

MeV

C lE911

- CURTIS • PAVAN • ROLAND

•M.s H ze:11 Henry. Sewn :sr
Martial! County. Seri" •.
• -tending the state supers
meeting in Cumberland laih
v.eek.
S.3*,
!Park tt

FR

1st withPLUSPower!

6

N3

You get all these A-Plus benefits . • •
•

PLUS
PLUS
PLUS

Aus

You 9, t A -Plus Power Blend.itafitie., rust ...harmful enttinedeposite...acidaetion
ira9... and -park plug fouling. Give. v.ou up to :Mb longer engine life.
'•
You get4-Point Protection at fuel tank, fuel pomp. carburetor, manifold, intake
u9ruhteation chamber. :park plugs, and exhaust valves. Cuts your upkeep
_
costs way down!

•

MEIN

get A-Plits Detergent ter r leen-engine power. Keeps new cars new. Gives new
I,. ta,
I, 7
,•,
Ta41 tankful!

Yell

You'll

•seta tete
• Moititterie KDty
• Collette O'Rey
• A:ievedife
• Karla

feel the .porierful difference from your first tankful!
GAttr-NS•
IS IS 0
pa* c.Aa.a.0.4

PERFECT POWER PARTNER ...VaiNe.hile All•rimar.• Ma•toi thl ... the all-season,
111,401 1,11.
etleteneree.
tree.floeing. tough-bodied, SUPER enginiered.
Change t.ada. to Valvoline! .

MV

FILMED IN
NEW ORLEANS

A

You get A-Plus Power to
11:,.;114.4 cornthe mune/I.-octane
') eat.. knock -tree performance. Smooth. instant acceleration. Stabilized
P'
••
, t
Ilirr their jeever at. all speeds!

1
1
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GET READY NOW

Ammentseumisem--

Is

Your
BELK-SETTLE COMPANY
has a complete stock of Fall and Winter Clothing
in a wide assortment of sizes - colors - materials

RAY, KENTUCKY

FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY!!

II
ammo ••••

ORLON SWEATERS

In A Rainbow of Colors

by Gem Dandy and Hickok
Narrow - Medium and Wide Widths
Assorted Colors and Patterns

STRIPES - CHECKS. FANCIES - SOLIDS
,

Grey - Blue - Beige . Red

$2.98 each

Antique

MEN'S BELTS

MEN'S TIES

MEN'S V-NECK

ace and

$1.00 to $2.50

$1.50

Other Styles to . .. . $5.98

'RICES

fRDAY NOON

AIR
TEE

$598 and $698

($29.95 val.)

IlY
II

I

Turtle Neck Polo Shirts

To_p Coats

Black - White - Red — With Long Sleeves

Wash & Wear Robes I
Washes Easily arid Dries Quickly
Sizes S - M - L

$898

$

MEN'S

MEN'S

SPORT COATS
$1995 to $3495

RAYON FLANNEL PANTS
IVY LEAGUE STRIPES AND SOLIDS

$2995 to $5750

298 & $398

Men's Underwear by B.V.D.

MEN'S RAYON AND ALL WOOL

I

98c each
89c - 3 for $2.65
69c — 3 for $2.05
89c — 3 for $2.65
89c - 3 for $2.65

FLANNEL SLACKS
Charcoal Grey and Brown ,Light Grey, Navy
Blue and Med. Grey — Ivy League Stripes

PANTS
Solids, Stripe, Fancy and Corduroys
Regular - Long - Short and Student
Models in Sizes 25 to 50

and Plain Style — Sizes 25 to 50

$698 to $1495

$998 to $1495
FREE ALTERATIONS

MEN'S

FRUIT OF THE LOOM

FRUIT OF THE LOOM

MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS IN

Shorts

Briefs

"Milliken" Wonder Cloth

690 — 3 for $2.05

690 - 3 for $2.05

MEN'S WHITE

MEN'S

The cloth that looks like wool, feels like
wool, but does not stretch and is completely machine washable. Permanent shape—
no sag or stretch. Sizes S M - L

FRUIT OF THE LOOM

Tee Shirts Under Shorts

Men's White Tee Shirts I LAY-A-WAY PLAN

1

SPORT
SOCKS

90 - 3 pr. for $1.00

MEN'S

STRETCH SOCKS
ARGYLES and FANCY

79c or 3 pr. for $235
BARGAINS ON MEN'S

HEAVY COTTON ARGYLES
NYLON STRETCH SOCKS
LIGHT WEIGHT ARGYLES
= Values to 79c

59c 2 pr. for $1°°
MEN'S

SPORT SHIRTS
REGULAR COLAR
LONG SLEEVE
Ivy League Form Fit . Siezs S-M-L

A small deposit holds your selection. Make
your selections early while our stock is

$3.98

'WING' DRESSSHIRTS

GINGHAM SPORT SHIRTS

Regular Collar, Short Collar, French Cuffs
with Spread Collar. Collar guaranteed not
to roll or curl and to outwear the body—or
a new shirt FREE!

Assorted Stripes . Plaids and Checks

MEN'S — White and Pastels

USE OUR CONVENIENT

$100

13

MEN'S COTTON

DAN RIVER WRINKLE-SHED

$298

49c — 3 for $2.45

NO-STRETCH NECKS — WITH or
WITHOUT POCKETS

79c - 3 for $2.35

gOIR

ON ALL GARMENTS
PURCHASED AT BELK-SETTLE

White or Assorted Colors

$398

Nylon Reinforced Neck

Sizes 8 to 13

PLAIDS - STRIPES and CHECKS

MEN'S

590 — 2 for $1.00

$598 to $8"

USE LAY - A - WAY

MEN'S ALL WOOL

Black Tee Shirts
White Tee Shirts . .
Under Shirts
Briefs
Fancy Boxer Shorts

MEN'S COTTON

GABARDINE.TWEED an PLAID

Solid and Fancy — Button Fronts
Regular and Long in As, Bs, Cs and Ds

—

49c

Men's All W ool Top Coats

BROADCLOTH PAJAMAS

MEN'S

ARGYLE SOCKS

Sizes 35 to 46, Long - Reg. - Short. Extra Long

95

10m

AND

Only

Sizes 34 to 50 in Shorts, Regulars, Long s, Stouts, Long Stouts and Extra Long

MEN'S COMBED COTTON GINGHAM

s8.50

Heavy Athletic Socks

FREE ALTERATIONS!

$198 each

Good Selection of Styles and Colors

RAYON - COTTON - WOOL and NYLON

$1995 to $34"
$2995 to $57"
$2995 to $57,50

Sport Coats
Suits

MEN'S

ER 26

IS

In the latest dark-tone colors and Ivy League stripes.
See these in Flannel, Worsted, Tweed, Gabardine, etc.

Knit Cuff - Double Elbow - Reinforced
Shoulders

BY

Good Selection of Colors

SUITS &SPORT COATS

COAT STYLE SWEATERS I

HATS CHAMP
FUR FELT HATS
$398 and $598 -

COMPLETE SELECTION OF MEN'S FALL AND WINTER
MEN'S ALL WOOL

MEN'S FUR FELT

DR1-DON WASH 'N WEAR

Sizes S-M-L-XL

$298
MEN'S

Broadcloth Dress Shirts $198

Corduroy Sport Shirts

MEN'S WASHABLE RAYON

Gabardine Sport Shirts
Sizes S - M

complete.

MAO-TINE WASHABLE
Green - Charcoal - Brown - Maroon - Blue

L - XL

"
$1

$398 each

MEN'S PLASTIC
.___

AINCOATS-

Come Apart
Welded Seams That Won't Rip or
-L & XL
Regulars and. Long in Sizes S-M

BELK =SETTLE CO.
MURRAY KENTUCKY

$298 t $498

MEN'S RAYON GABARDINE

I— SPORT SHIRTS—
MACHINE WASHABLE

$2"
•
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Make Money With Classifieds
Ui

Mr. and Mrs. Jewell 1;CCIallon
%%ho was recently married set
ap housekeePing. last week and
:noved to the Fray Cunningham
place near Kirksey. Jewell drives
Kirksey school bus and Datha
•0-prks at the Butterworth Clinic.
Sorry to hear of the deaths of
Mr. Carl Hendrick and Mr. Edd
Easley. Our sympathy; goes to

NE
can

al

s.nce
senh
grea
;uck,

•. to go buy

in watches!

J.

KIRKSEY
Route 2

'Ft

a

its i
fean
it- 5

It
Cow
Mir
eve,
-pelt
grief
chi

WATCH SALE
how long since you have had an up-

to-date watch'? Visit LIN D SE Y 'S
during —thiif Trade-In Sale:—Change:
lowest prices. Use
the old for the newest in style at
the Lay-Away Plan.

LINDSEY'S

families.
-Dortha Qonahue of njar
l•,:.•on visited in the home of
Fiex Parker last week.
- Mrs. George .Carnell has been
.eal sick at her home of cotn,•.icatiorts. Visitors to see Mrs.
i_larnell Sunday were. Mrs. Effie
Mrs. Ldella Deering_Mrsiitiby Jones,and on. Bobby. Mr.
.,nd Mrs. John Perry.' and Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Paschall. Wish
or her a speedy recovery.
Sorry to hear about Mrs. John
Story being in such a -critical
.•ondition at the Murray Hospital.
liope for her a speedy. recovery.
Men have be,n busy clearing
•he right of way and setting
along the old Kirksey and

Cold-

.aler road.
to hear of the
Real sorry
tragedy that happened at
Murray last Friday morning that
caused the death of Willard
BYrd and his wife Velira. We
know them real' well. Our deepst sympathy goes to the family
and

Mrs.

Cream

e. hCrialtv
thrs
s
Murp.pearndin M

Byrd

ACROSS
1-Small amount
s;•.i
n ler fish
Institution
seaport
13-Marsh Ode?
14--Toward this
sheltered side
15-Nobleman
16-Pertaining to
men of letters
1S-Man's name
2o-Nolsa
lens'
Dis
22-Sclence
of ideas
25-Provide crew
:7-Secret agent
tit-Weird
32-5 skes
suitable
3

1st NEW 1958 EDSEI
STATION WAGON

2nd SO WEE°
CLEANERS
3rd 1000 $SO GIFT
Cent•tr

Dirt. Ile.

PFAFF
Sweepstakes dealers. Come
in for free entr blanks and
complete details BUSI"RE
TO HAVE I S S1.IMP
YOUR E‘TRY SO
VOI LI. QI ALMS' FOR
90 E FR./
THE s; 1
BONUS TO los PRIZE
II iNvEr

late are Litt

Exci,..•iv•PFAPP
"SLIDII-ON" ARM
flews
de 0,
, fr..1.ser
legs Snap-out Surface for
reguiar s•wing.
rhare's a PFAFF *sr awry
Ai."• Ancl a.'POSS.

EXTRA TRADE IN!
IOW DOWN PAYMENT!
LIBERAL TERMS!

was sa

r. the- 18th- by- the passing of
- ur oldest neighbor. Uncle Monkey stubblefield. who was -almost
1 .90 years of age. He had been
•
bedfast_ almost 212 years.

Mrs. Ellen Hodges is still not
feeling tc.r good.
1
Mrs. Lela Christman is visiting her sister. Mrs: Ella Alexander tand other relatives for
the past two or three weeks.
Farmers are begining to gathprepare to sow
er corn and
• Wheat and oats, but will have
wait fefr a rain before they
can c1,1.much good.
Misses Era and Vera Miller
visited in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Zelna Farris last week-end
Mr. and
Mrs. Elmo Burton
are spending a few days with
Mavis Albritten, since her father
passed away.
Mr. Charley Culp has
painting his house. It is wonderful what a little paint and a
lot of hard work can do for a
house.
Mr. Charley Walker is also
confined to his bed part of the
time.
Any' one interested in long
handle gourds can call on
have
Miller's, we
Houston
good supply. Mr. Charley Culp has dug
sweet potatoes and made ab •.•
15 bu.
We 're very thankful t••, -.•
far the flu has not hit t
.--but. it_ fr.,
within the coming bad weath(
Visiting . the Houston Miller's
Sunday afternoon were Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford Dodd and Mr. and
Mrs. Charley

Paducah Filsr.hv-av
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whara___Ontr
shirt wardgets a tone up

Here's

sport
robe

tonic

1 o r
choose

Fall!

from
colors and patterns
that have all the
tang and tingle of
Come

'ARCM

23

V

With All The Zip and
Zest of the New Season

dWit CC= Ma:7

.11

is

Colors and Patterns

M1M MOMM2UAM4

7

•••••••1

u,
di

amom
aorri
WY-1119 MMFUT1

DOWN

s

131
th

moan

__Aperlect_

:

WEDNESDAY

MOO MOO MOW
MMEn UOM4 OUA
WOMMM11003 MOW
MOVM9 OGIODU
0001
:MU WMM arlOOW
Mr111310 TOOMOM
EinUOW WOW iriri

1-Masculine

,3

2

October 2th and a beautiful
day. We could use a good rain.
, but otherwise the weather is
---Citir'-gbiitiniinitv

—

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

34-Guarantee
against
35-Pertalidng to
the
11-Bushy Liumg
3;-Mans
nickname
1411--Coloriess
41--Dolf mound
g4--43ampexittiv•
ending
SS-Pours
45-intrude!
Si-Irish
parllapsini
61-Ify• Plant
63-Consumed
64-Preposltion
13-Strata roughlY
fill-Conducted
17-Actual being

B
11
.

YOU CAN WIN 1,000.00
EXTRA BONUS ';'he PFAFF Green Creek
News
GIANT SWEEPSTAKES IF
WE STAMP YOUR FREE
cc"
ENTRY

1051 PRIZES!

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

—CROSSWORD PUZZLE

f,r a _ nes.

k

Mr.

_

TIMES —

But do you let God speak
when Autumn comes"
to you
BATTLING BATTLE
prebusy, too
too
you
Are
OKLAHOMA CITY el - Joe
occupied with routine tasks Its
hear his voice as _ you go about: Kenneth Battle, 21, was fined
your day's responsibilities? Does $12 for disorderly conduct and
not his beauty in nature chal- assaulting an officer.

and relations.

U$
Al
"
11
-I ("If II A4U SET ' EU MY"
• 060
[-IlitlD si-Pansis.-ss-PasiawskrlioNfial

&

Perry Sunday night.
lenge all ugliness in human
One more God's glory is on nature. Do you not see in
the hills. Everywhere we look autumn's glory a glimpse of
we are conscious of fallen rain- Heaven when life's harvest is
bows and smashed sunset.
in and the record is complete.
The
burn
with
trees
color Those whose privilege is a home
and are not consumed, the fields. in the open country side, whose
entry of springs full provinces task has to do with thing things,
are lovely in their quiet tans should feel God, see God, know
and browns. The quilted robe God, worship God
and work
God beyond all others.
of autumn made up of patches with
of green, brown, red. orange. Autumn is our time of inventory
and tan is as and and evaluation. Autumn is
ivory, yellow
as
old blankets and also nature's glorious time. Autfamiliar
as lovely as new ones.
umn is nature victory time, her
Is there any other except time of rewards, aye and of
spring when God seems so near. punishments.
so real, so sovereign? Not only
Autumn is the time of yardthe--- heavert proclaims his glory,. sticks and scales when all things
but every ridge, valley and hill- and all people are weighed and
measured.
side.

5-Sacred Imago
3-Limit
4-Finished
S-Female
6-Ardently
7-Proportion
5-Prohibit
11-Word of
sorrow
20-Roman tyrant
11-Lock openers
1,7-Propagate
I'S-Hold back
23-Harvest
goddess
54-Affirmative
3.6-Chart
IS-Fuse
D-1Curopeans
1/3-Man's name
51--8lIppery fish
33-13ott food
24-Electrined
particle
16-Cylindrical
33-Lawful
40-eirva IMMO
41--irormar
Russian ruler
43-Sicilian
volcano
43-Goddess of
discord
44--losea.t eggs
47-Plumilk• inn
45-11411 snountain
SO--Communtst

this crisp, ter i s k
time'of -year. Wtde
range of -solid
colors, miniature
tartans, new foulstripes.
pin
ards.
gingham checks,
houndstooth, tat •
tersall and window

2
4

pance chesks
everything that's
. . everynew
thing that's smart
we

ha.
,e. Come

In for a looksee
yourself
• and
pick
some sure winners!

MAIL

•

MEDIUM
LARGE

EXTRA

•

LARGE

THANK YOU
We wish to thank everyone for coming
out and helping us to make our opening
a big success.

We invite you to continue to come out
and see us, where prices are right and
there is plenty of parking space.

Bazzell Bros.Supper Mkt.
at Coldwater
•

BILL and HUBERT BA-ZZELL

Oblp.
- BULL DO(;

MEN'S NEW FALL

NANcf—

BOYS' SUEDE

by Ernie Bushmillor

Suede Jackets Leather
Jackets
$i098 to $1198
Extra Fine Quality in

Tan - Charcoal - Rust - Navy

$14"
$16" - $19"

X—

by Raeburn Van Bares

CAR COATS
Plaids and

YOU

GRip

ti#EACN THAT IF I KEEP A

CM ROOKY, /
PENNILESS TRAMP

VVIND

UP A

WITHOUT
A GHOST oF PiCHANCE
CCP WITNOUT A
CENT, SILLY!

t_AT'•Ot ON- TO_
THE BOYD FORTUNE 7

HEN, ROOKY- HS ABOUT
MARRYING UP WITH A
DESTITUTE ARTIST ? NO MONEYPROSPECTS - BUT LOADED

Ho

etu.s

To THE
WITH LOVE
OF ROCKY R106E ?

Solids - Beautiful

Quitted Lining

$1798

_

Boys Car Coats
$598 _ $1198

MEN'S

ABBIE an' SLATS

GOOD ASSORTMENT

$1995

Full Line Of Other Jackets.
Sweaters - Coats and Top
Coats for Boys and Men
SEE THEM TODAY!!
4

BELICSETTLE Co
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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PAGE SEVEY

and Miss Mary Cannon, of Paris, Tenn., were guest Sun,
day in the home of J. D. Sexton and familY.
The Murray Methodist Church School Orchestra will•
play Sunday, October 26, at New Hope Methodist Church
for observance of Rally Day School. H

Ten Years Ago Today

S4-

17

)CTOTIEr.

& TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Ledger & Times File

gag- grissid for age day, alissiment ef 17 wards for 0 - Go per vi•rd for three days. Classified arta are payable In advassoe.

'

FOR SALE
AUTO INeuttANCE, reasonable
rates, no membership involved.
Wilson Insurance. Mans Street.
TIC
Phone 321.
V
8 NICE PIGS. Half spotted Poland China, half Dunce. 1 mile
north of Murray. J. L. litthon.
023P
BICYCLE, Schiainn Black Panther, in perfect condition. Not
used over a dozen times. Heavy
duty. 1000 Poplar, or call 1979-W.
024C

atterns
Zip and
few Season

1963 FORD Jubilee

pieces of equipment, all in A-1 lu.me or your., day or night. iver half century. Porter White,
coadilion, priced right. Bert Gar- See Mrs. S. L. Key, 410 W. 6th Manager. Phone 121.
N2C
land, Route 1, Farmington, Ky. St. Phone 369-M.
025C
LOOK!
Album
Alum
storm
winPhunee.Maytfield! F1-52503. 029P
dows with Alum screen. One
[HELP WANTEL
door. $189 installed. We also
5ERVICES OFFERED
have the triple track. No down
SOMEONE to do wa,rUng, iron- payment. Up to 36 munthis to
ing and sewing. Phone 961-R pay. Home Comfort Co, 18th and
Main St. Phone 1303.
STOCK
removed free. after 6 p.m._
DEAD
N7C
024?
•
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
CAR
OWNERS.
Effective
Sept.
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7 ELDERLY LADY to keep in my
days a week. Call long distance home. Call 1057-W. 300 Wood- 25, we are ona4ning faintly aucollect, Mayfield 433, Union City lewn.
024C tomobile insurance protection at
25% below normal rates. Purdom
1305.
•••••••••••••••••
and Thurman Insurance Agency,
407 Maple Street, south .side of
WANTED: Children 3 to 5 years
court square, phone 842 or 847,
old to keep in my home. Phone
NC 200 LB. size Warm Morning Murray, Ky.
TFC
109-R.

-Wanted To Buy

Tractor, 3 BABY SITTING to du in

my heater without jacket. Good
condition. Contact Conner Imp'.
Co., East Main St. Phone 1313.
023C

;

BE SURE TO ATTEND THE

•

Kentucky Lake and Fishing Club's
FREE PICTURE SHOW
Sponsored

by

• DUCKS UNLIMITED, INC.
Paris City Auditorium-

MEDIUM

EXTRA

AT ONCE! Hot air furnace with
forced heat. Also used Warm
Morning heater, 300 lb. capacity.
Call Owen Billingtun At. 801.
024C 2 BE.uito(im APr., private bath
and entrance. Gas heat. Call
300 BARBELLS of good yellow Marjorie Huie, Bank of Murray.
corn. Highest market price. Cal- Phnne 560.
024C
loway County Soil Improvement
Association.
TFC
NOW-READY. 3-room- apartment
in duplex at 1611 Miller. Furnished, $35. Cal, 379-J.
024C

I

"A

FREE SHOW

FOR EVERYBODY"

LARGE

1.98
4.98

DON'T. Pay more for your automobile
insurance.
We
write
standard family polices at low
rates. Galloway insurance and
Real Estate Agency. Phone 1082.
Home 151-M.
023C

UNFURNIS.4ED Apartment
high school. Three rooms
bath downatairs, one room
stairs. Recently redecorated.
BY 2-3122.

_ lee:131..erien'try of -mY---clear
.titana.'!-tre---Trifirei, Who 4P-parted "hi. life May 6, 1953.
Friends may think I have forget"( n, when at times they see
MONUMENTS
me smile.
Murray Marble & Granite Works,
But little do they knot'? She
builders of fine memorials for heaeache,
that one smiles hides
all the while..

*
•

4

)1JEDE

1

Packets
$1198
10

DRTMFNT

r Coats
$1198

•
:
t
'tile way We chased the Rafter just wnvii
Disee Mem ..at On r
We rOtie th sii-me ;
ows across Buck Creek. tlien
rsI.tat, ita i ,!, .• l .rk sit
it,
we ran mt.° • couple of Toll's i in early .aftertioon, we
teiithet Oti. 2:
-411,
tit..(liet and his father Joe
roe men. and Peas shed one of ern. buildings of Buhl ahead of us
had been • di trier
or
al
thri
questrei
,in)thinft 5. ould gel uctli he That means well be seeing Vie finally asked the
hough! IS, Ilic Ten three ,11•1,4 11.0 Toll Runyari's the only man who had been bothering me from the
Irian Herb
a whiny Diet, had
time we'd left home. "'Why ci,.
hien • .it 0
itle Dave is in hive can head off the trouble."
with :.:41.3 5,itAine It and Gil loves
"All right, I'll go with you," you figure we'll have trouble this
het older moue. 'Dem Roth stria live
winter with Rafter 3?"
I said.
at tie Anthot a neirhhorthe ranch.
(tit _and nu babes With Hess and,
"Several yawing." He three
let's
go
get
"
That's
better.
Now
let nit are
+time Rafter 3
out a hand in a wide gesture
TI,.
Our supper."
,
t;ettiistC•
einto
'el
ll "' rrittit'kftuT
"We had a dry year last summer
ny
h ilitti ersto!
After we finished eating, Pa
:enter owner. and Is run by
an Vic Toll,
This is the poorest graze I ever
ow tough foreman.
said, "Dave's going to town with
saw for a big outfit, so they need
me in the morning. Gil, you fix
the park worse than they ever
CHAPTER 3
the corral gate while we're gone."
Another thing is
ny THE TIME I finished the He nodded to me. "Better roll have before.
what we done ye.dentiy."
chores, at was completely In, Dave."
On Saturdays Buhl was a buzzdark. I stood on the back porch
It was still dark when he called
and 'looked a cigarette. My moth- me in the morning. After break- ing town unless the W(.3.her was
er come out of the kitchen ,and fast we went out into the cold, bad, but this was the middle of
sat down on the porch.
still air. We rode down the lane the week. No one was in sieht.
Ma was worried about Gil. I to the county road,•then swung We turned into a livery stalk'.
pondered that for a time, think- eat. We crossed Buck Creek. my father as-ging Sr we swung
Runyan in
ing now she wanted him to nave made the long climb to the pla- down, "Cameron
eserythine ne wanted. even to teau above the park, and struck town ?"
'43445-heres"---The Neetier--seeg
off- arms* -ft toward Buhl. The
ded at a pair of matched bays in
Gil profs.;
to Bess whenever stun Was up then.
This was Rafter 3 range, a roll- neighboring stal S. "That's nis
re aid a chance, but. eie kept
pulling him off, no Mn went over ing sagebrush plain with patches team. Never knew him to ride a
'it greasewood here and there, saddle horse."
to set tier.
My ratlict started toward the
Iless didn't pussyfoot around and an occasional cedar. Vie Toil
any She said her husband would and his boss. Cameron Runyan, street, but stopped when the
you
nave to he S litter man thafi she had reason enough to want Dd. hostler' said, -Samething
was and Gil hadn't proved he Ions Park for winter range. The ought to knew, Joe."
"Toll in town 7" my father
was Then the came right out and grass wal better in the park than
asked.
rind she wouldn't have her moth- here on the plateau.
•
"No, but Runyan's got a couple
er-in-law telling her how to•treat
Part of the trouble was that
him."
hands
with
Veach,
walked
gun
sheriff,
fat
Ed
of
her husband. Ma got up and the
walked out. She hadn't liked Bern' a tightrope trying to satisfy the ___16/hn are they ?"
townsmen in Buhl, the small' "A little guy named Sammy
rime then.
When I finished my cigarette ranchers scattered all over the Blue. Didn't catch the other one's
I walked across the yard to the county, and Cameron Runyan. name."•
vet::card. of Sammy &nue barn, thinking how Gil had rid- Actually. he satisfied no one, unand I asked my father about him.
den up to the corral and called less It was Runyan. •
shrugged.
"Ile's ri gunslinger. heavy
weight
of
the
He
me "kid" and said I could finish
I felt the
the gate. All of a sudden I de- alia against my aide. My father I met up with him in Durapgo,
cided I'd had enough. I was go- had told me to wear it. It was nine, ten years age."
Before he went into the hotel,
ing to pull out.
a Peacemaker, a .45 with a threeA few minutes later I hard inch barrel.
my father said in a low voice:
them coming. I stayed in the
Pa had made Gil and me put "Watch. it, Dave. This may be
shadow's until they took care of in hours of practice, particularly tight,"
We crossed the lobby to the
their horses. When they started after we- came to the park. "You
tavard the house. I called, "Pa." never know what you're going to desk. My father asked, "Cameron

"Whnt's on your mind, Dave?"
"l'm leaving," I said. "I wanted
to tell you good-bye."
"Tell me about IV he said
rig

/ther Jackets.

oats and Top
ys and Men

OUAY

quietly.
There wasn't much to tell, less
than I thought when I tried to
pin it into words. I was just sick
and tired of getting the skim
milk and Gil take* the cream.
"I won't beg you to stay, tt
this is what' you've got to do,"
accict slowly
got a right to ask you to put off
leaving until tomorrow night. I'm
going to Buhl in the morning to
talk to Cameron Itilnyan. I hear
he's In town."

"You don's need me to talk to
Runyan."
"There'll be a fight," he said.

Cop.

•

"Maybe not tomorrow, but sometithe. What I've got to find out is

Whether Runyan backs Ton all
-

Phone 262

1

Days of sadness still c..me over
zue, secret tears so often
But memary keeps him ever
near me, though he died four

•

years ago.
His face is ever before me, a

vice that I can never forget.
A smile that will last forever,
and in memory I ice him yet.
Sadly rn.ssed by les wife,
Maggie Meier

KENTUCKY
PARENTS!
Our youngsters deserveand at last we have the
Opportunity to get for
them-a program of public education at the State
level that will be:

*
*
*
*

ways for ward-loc king
Skillfully directed
Truly long-range
Free of the threat of
politics, and
Not costing an extra
cent!

VOTE 'YES' NOV. 5
For The School
Amendment (No. 2)*
THE NON-PARTISAN
COMMITTEE FOR THE
SCHOOL AMENDMENT

4.

That's the "track" scrawled across the map: 58,000 miles ... more than
twice around the world. Six years, of driving crammed into 58 days by_a
brand-new 1958 Plymouth. Read below, see how it affects your future.

maybe four, inches. and stem!, r.

He gave me a sharp glance
and then stared straight ahead.
"Your mother always nagged ma
when I took a job of that kind
so 1 quit," He chewed on het lower lip a moment, and then added:
"1 guess I didn't want that kind
of life enough to fight her. I

The gun on his right hip looked

• Total days elapsed 58
• Number of brake applications: 37,551
• Number of wheel revolutions: 47,732,000
• Number of engine tune-ups, 6

And for all its punishment, the test Plymbuth
still rode, handled and looked like new. The figures
above are just a few•of the hundreds collected
during this trip. Your Plymouth dealer will be
glad to furnish you with lots more details,
You'll be able to see and drive this amazing
new Plymouth in a very few days. Wait for it. It's
going to show you how mach you can expect in a
-low-price car. And you can expect it on)y in
Plymouth for '58!

for '58

Coming November

by Al (app

L1L' ABNER
TIC HOLLOW STAT
0'GE.N•RAL JUBILATION
T.CORNPONEGREATEST AND ()NIL,'
MILITARY HERO
.DOGPATCH EVER
HAD?!

7HARS JEST ONE
FOLLY 1\__
ME,

FELLAS.r.r

PLACE IN WASHIN'TL ^1
A DOGPATCHER IS
SAFE FUM OTHER

DOGPATCHERG-

room door, the man said, "Who
wants to see Mr. Runyan?'
"I do," my -father said.
sisairansees-carcer_out_ot-botrag..a _Thee etgen_ger came on across
asked,
lobby. lie WBS a little maS,
I
"Why
the
didn't
law man:
you become a U. S. Marshal or not- more than five feet three;
something like that?"

• Total miles traveled! 58 000

•

Louisville 8, Ky,

the dining room."
A man who had been sittina
in a rawhide-bottom chair in the
far corner of the lobby got up
and started (award us. As my Bpi__
ther turned- !sward the dining-

•

when the Plymouth braked to the final halt were
impressed by the results of this extraordinary test.

When you step into an auto showroom and plunk
down hard-earned cash fora new car, you've got
a right to more than just surface'beauty. You've
gaba riiiitt to a car that's going to stand up under
the punishment of day in, day out driving. A car
that can go on delivering new-car comfort and
economy season--after season.We designed the 1958 Plymouth to ijo just
that. But we didn't.settle for endurance in theory.
We wanted proof.
See that route outlined above? It spells out
"Plymouth '58" across 37 states. We ran a- new
Plymouth-one of the first stock production models
to roll off the lines-across the route three times
to roll up 58,000 miles in just 58 days. That's
1000 miles a day!
Here are just a few of tn6 reSults. And.even
experienced automotive editors who were there

2303 S. Third St.

do until •yoiere up against it." Rtinyari Staying here?"
"lie's registered here," the
he'd - said several times. "Facing
a man with a gun in his hand clerk answered. "I believe he's in
ain't like shooting at a tin can.
Some men have a quality that
makes 'em stand and fight; others
cave."
I glanced at him. He had a
strong, high-boned face, with a
sharp - ffose and wide chin and
heavy lips. I wondered why he
had been a drifter instead of

•

otityan
Grove Hey. Leon Hall, phone
9347.1.
026C

I've 1517. Wain.' D Overholc•r From the novel froblotth• I
Thir 1.1.1‘iiiinin CO. Diet abuts(' by X rig Yea wet Sy ni.lkati:

ech.

SQUARE DEAL"

near
and
upCall
NC:

Nt one knows the heartaches,
ley those who have lest can tell,
of :he grief that is bourne in
•...ence,! for the one I love& so
well.

9,

"EVERY FOOT A
104 East Maple St

1

F
KOT

_Saws

•

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.

5 ROOM HOUSE with'gas h,eat,
garage- and W di furnish gas reLEAVES CUTUP fine and left
frigerater and range if desired.
on your lawn. Have good power
te block GarLbr School. Phase
meevers with good leaf mulchers.
1332-3.
025C
Call Shelton Canady. Caq 1020R.
024.P
IN MEMORIAM

At

ThursdayNight, Oct. 24,*t:30 pan.
LARGE

SIX . ROOM UNfurnished brick
house. Electric heat, 217,2 blocks
of square. Phone 1080 after 6
p.m.
023P

FOR RENT

Read The Ledger Sports Page

YOUR NEXT PLYMOUTH REI
TAMED THE TOUGHEST
TEST Wry EARTH!

1

FREE!.

Hares_ wham .your
mort shirt wardrobe gets a tone•up
Fall!
1 o r
:onic
:ome choose from
:aloes and patterns
that have all the
:ang and tingle of
b.r i s k
:his crisp
:ime-of-year. Wide
range of -solid
:aloes, miniature
tartans, new faulstripes,
ted,. pin
;Ingham checks,
houndstooth, t a t crash and window
.
pace chesks
everything that 's
new . . . everything that's smart
. _we have. Come
In for a looksee .
ad pick yourself
tome sure winners!

George hart was elected vice-president of the Kentucky Bankers Association yesterday at their 53rd Annual convention in the Kentucky Hotel, Louisville.
Of much interest here is the annOtinceinent made lii
Paris by Mr. ad Mrs. John Wesley. Sturdivant of the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Myra Ruth to Lester Glenn Nanny, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Will Nanny of Murray.
Mrs. Willie Wells left today for Houston, Texas, to
spend the winter -with her son, Mr. Oran Wetts
-and
family.
Mrs. J. W. Cannon and daughter, Mrs. Ida Thomas

NATCHLRINif

((

'`110"
IN
THAR,
SLNNYTOR?

Al-h' WERE
ANY OTHER
PLACE,NO D

SHOOT
MET!

Q
.17ATLHERLY.r!
YO'DIDN'T
THAT
PROMISE!!
to4
Ca

• 4

too big for him to handle, Met
I had a Mulch he could handle
It fast and well. He hturs short,'
wide fate with a high forehead.

A

4dis _

This, I thought, must be Sammy
(To be c.cintiniced).
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1957

Circ

Thursday Night, Oct. 24 7;00 P.M.
Friday Night, Oct.25 7;00 P.M.
Saturday Night, Oct,26 7;00 P.M.
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Flu]
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We're Selling Out Selected Lines Of Merchandise
At An Absolute Auction
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Every Item Offered Will Be Sold To Highest Bidder Regardless Of Price
THERE WILL BE NO 'Buy Bidders' AT THIS SALE
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at distress prices. We now have
* During the past three years we have bought a number of other stores which were in financial difficulty. We have bought these stores
odd lots and mill ends of merchandise from these stores which we offer at this sale.
will be sold at this sale. In addition to he
* We also have a number of lines of merchandise which we have been handling which we intend to discontinue. These lines
at auction at this sale.
above we have a number of lines of goods on which .we are over-stocked. We want to reduce our inventory on these lines and will offer them

considered
f
w serIe
.tonh
dit.
flu cases.

will offer this merchandise for
* We have recently bought a big stoCk of goods from Fulton, Kentucky, consisting of appliances, sporting goods, guns, records, etc. We
dwing
* We.have also bought a huge stock of guns and ammunition fromi a Southern Illinois town an we will sell this during this auction.
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Don't Miss It For This Will Be The Greatest Array Of Bargains Ever Offered In This County
Remember The Dates

FREE HEE FREE

111L MAI NIGHT
OCTOBER 24 — 7 O'CLOCK

Valuable Gifts

FRIDAY NIGHT

EACH and 'EVERY

SATt RDAY NIGHT
OCTOBER 26

7 O'CLOCK

3 BIG SALES

BE SURE TO BE PRESENT!!
DOUGLASS SHOEMAKER, Auctioneer

Farm Water Systems
Horse Collars
Winchester ,5hotguns
General Electric Sweepers Old Fashioned Flat Irons
Electric Extension Cords
G.E. Steam Irons

Remington Shotguns

Dormeyer Mixers
Dormeyer Electric Skillets
Dormeyer Toasters
Chain Saws
Mirromatic Cookers
Mirromatic Electric
Percolators
Pressure CoinneU-Sets of China
Card Tables
Radio Flyr.‘r Wagons
Tricycles
Bicycles

_
t7 it

1-}-.erinos Jugs
Picnic Chest
Shovels
Screen Wire
Stove Pipe
Plastic Hose
Shotgun Shells
50-ft—Steel Tapes
House Wares
Ladders
Gym Sep;
Wheelbatrows
Light Bulbs

NIGHT!!

To The Holder of Winning Ticket

Here Is A Partial List Of Merchandise
We Will Offer At This Sale

A STATEMENT OF
POLICY

•

To Be Given Away

OCTOBER 25 ----7 O'CLOCK

v

Every item sold at this sale will be fully
guaranteed by Murray Supply Company.
We will not sell "seconds" or "off merchandise" but brand spanking new goods
by America's most famous manufacturers. You will get the same guarantee you
would get if you bought the merchandise
from us in the regular way.

THERE ARE NO TRICKS, NO "BUY BIDDERS"
ABSOLUTE, HONEST AUCTION!
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A Great Opportunity To Save Some Money!!
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We want to emphasize that every item offered for
sale will be sold to highest bidder regardless of
price.

Power Lawn Mowers
Electric Heaters
Electric Shavers
Cutlery
Sinks
Bathtubs
Paint
Medicine Cabinets
Electric Fa-nla
Window Fans
Electric Water Heaters
Pitch Forks
Hand Powered Water
Pumps
Churns
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